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About This Game

Travel trugh space with a big laser gun, and lot of wacky enemies and obstacles.

Jobous the alien R is an addictive space shooter with a cute alien named Jobous. its just like an old-school arcade space shooter ,
but with an insane difficulty.

the goal of the game is to get from point A to point B without crashing in anything or anyone. luckily its many power ups to help
you stay alive.

This is the type of game you will never complete. It is so hard that not only will your hand sweat. It will also fall off in the
process

. you will cry for your mother and praying to god, just to complete one level. Are you up for the challenge?

(in other words a rage game)

STORY:

The story is sweet and simple. Jobous and his wife is living the dream in outer space. When suddenly ( dramatic music ) his wife
want some new shoes. Oh no she is going to use all their space money (jup she is kinda a money spender). Jobous

Immediately panics. What should he do? Jobous takes his ship and travel after her. Can he save his wife from spending all their
space money on shoes?
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If you are a fan of SLRR, then this is for you. I hope im not offending the dev of this game by saying that, but this game made
me think of SLRR.

I know it is still early days, but this is all ready solid and imo it will only get better from here.

Keep up the good work.!!!!

. This is what you call quality content. Large, non-saggy natural content. 10\/10 would fap I mean buy again.
BTW best developers team in steam.. First non-pre release (?) review for one of the best visual novels I played in my life.

This was one of the most beautiful stories I have ever read with a lot of endings based on a variety of choices and a 21 chapter
over 3 hour story of heart-pounding action and tear-jerking moments.

I can't describe how beautiful the plot and the writing style as well as the art and music was.

Great visual novel easily worth 5 times the price.

5th anniversary project? No you mean masterpiece - probably gonna be your visual novel magnum opus Invertmouse and I am
not just praising you. :-)

I am still feeling emotional from acheiving what I consider the true ending. <33. The twin of quake 3 arena.
The another best arena shooter ever for mobile i play it countless hour!!!! in IOS in Botmatchs with offer infinite replay value
like well-known arena shooter like Quake 3 arena Unreal tornament.It pc version with well optimized graphic and better
control.Becuase both campaign and botmatchs it avialable offline too!!!!! so this enjoyed anywhere anytime as much as i want
as long as battery is charged(Moblie version or play in laptop) Caution!!! don't play while charging it may explode your mobile
phone or tablet :)
SomeSuggestion:
1.Add more weapon the most wish is railgun
2.Adjustable bots difficultly and frag limit time limit
3.Replayable mission with adjustable difficultly (If you want to replay you must delete your slot and start form begining is)
Who said this game is boring they wrong i play in moblie for 1 year already until now
****Don't ever ask me Neon shadow or quake 3 arena is better i will be mad cause is really tough question ever calculus for
enginner is much easier than this question****. this was....not great.. I *beeping* bought this *beeping* DLC for *beeping*
euro tier 1 prices and I'm wholeheartedly happy to support these *beeping* *beeping* devs and their *beeping* game!
*beeping* adventure games!! PS: The *beeping* guilt of pirating Monkey Island as a *beeping* innocent kid never completely
goes away though.. Great concept, but lost out to Guns of Icarus. If there were anyone else to play with, this would be a lot of
fun.. GachiPls OMEGALUL. Its an ok game not bad atleast.
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Literally one of the best games out there. Never have I spent so much time on an indie game.. Update: Its mid May, and they
haven't issue any new content update, and I have decided to give it a thumb down. I'll revise it if and when they expand the game
to an acceptable level, but currently its just a highly polished overpriced tech demo (or early access). If you want to spend your
money, there are other VR titles around that deserves the money. Go buy Raw Data instead.

ROM: Extraction is, as of this writing (26 Mar), is lacking content, but more content will be coming soon according to the
developer. It is a turrent-shooter title, whereby you stood in a fixed position and shoot at the robot enemies.

At the moment, only the first chapter is available, which is split into 2 segments. In both segments, you fight against enemies in
some sort of a facility. These enemies keep coming from various direction, and after you are done killing, you moved to the
next rea automatically, done by an automatic sequent where the platform you stood on, goes down deeper. Each of the segment
takes about 7-10 minutes to clear.

One point that set this title apart is the orb gameplay element and the slow-down bullet-time element. The various types of orbs
can inflict various effects, such as healing yourself, or lock an enemy in place and others. One common strategy is to toss an orb
near the enemy, slow the orb and then fire at it to create an explosion that inflicts damage. This is a rather cool and fun
mechanics in VR.

The quality of the title is very good and polished. There's no bugs whatsoever, and it is fun. Its one of the greatest shooter VR at
the moment, but as it lacks content (which will be added), you should look elsewhere if you are looking for a meaty VR title
now. Otherwise, consider this an early investment for a great VR game to come.. Im confused, I can's seem to playt eh online
multiplayer function and the last anyone has said of it being taken down was almsot a year ago... Help pls. other than that this
game is great. I ran across a roof, jumped on to a crane, then onto a robot leg, then into a wall and died. Best. Game. Ever.. I'd
love to review this game, but I never got it to run. After forcing it to quiet after it stopped responding while the game was
loading, I uninstalled it.
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